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Abstract. To have a good command of the language, not only allows
us to write eﬀectively a message, but it also helps us to understand what
the other person wants to communicate. Students are in the process of
learning to master the language. In particular, as they increase their
level of education, they ﬁnd a series of new terms (lexicon), which need
to be understood using appropriate strategies, not only in the subjects
of humanistic education, but also in scientiﬁc training and especially in
mathematics. In the study of the lexicon, from their diﬀerent points of
view, the use lexical statistics gains in importance, which gives us the
possibility of quantifying the lexical units of a language using diﬀerent
statistical indicators. Through this work the LexMath tool will be described. This software was developed for the purpose of having an online
software on the Internet, for measuring the vocabulary of a particular
group in a speciﬁc area and present easily the main indicators for the
study of the latent lexicon of a given population, and the graphs which
enable the study of semantic relations formed between them.
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Introduction

The lexicon is the vocabulary of a particular language, ﬁeld, social class, person
or speciﬁc domain of knowledge. The available lexicon for a person is the set
of words he knows and uses. Lexical availability refers to the ﬁeld of research
that consists in the recollection and analysis of the available lexicon in a speciﬁc
community when dealing with a speciﬁc topic [12], [13].
Lexical availability studies began in the 50s associated to the French linguistic
with the research of R. Michea [20]. The objective of the research was to make
easy, for immigrants in France, the learning of the French language. To collect
the available lexicon in the community, some points of interest were considered,
and around these points, individuals considered in the sample should generate
a list of lexical units. Subsequently, in diﬀerent countries diﬀerent researchers
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have developed analogous eﬀorts, [21] in Canada, [11] in England, [19], [22] in
Puerto Rico, [5] in Spain. In Chile, speciﬁcally at the University of Concepción,
it is possible to highlight the works of Mena and Echeverrı́a [12], [13].
The central question is, why it is important to study lexical availability in
people? The answer is that diﬀerent studies indicate that through the analysis
of lexical availability it is possible to measure the level of knowledge for a speciﬁc
topic. In other words, the level of knowledge is related to the lexicon a person
can handle. The available lexicon let us know the vocabulary a particular society
uses for referring to a determined ﬁeld, allowing researchers to establish the way
in which a community understand a concept, to establish weaknesses, and other
attributes related to the way in which people generate relationships between
words and concepts.
To establish, through the lexicon, the level of knowledge that a person has
about a particular topic, it is necessary to measure the lexicon. The way in
which it is accomplished is by asking to a group that belong to a community
(a class in a school, for instance), to write all the words associated to a topic
they can remember, during a short time interval, let us say two minutes. Then,
some statistic analysis is carried out for getting the number of diﬀerent words,
the frequency of appearance of words, distribution or position in which words
appear, and so on.
Because of the huge volume of information, at the lexicon level and from the
point of view of statistics, it is reasonable to develop a computational platform for
supporting research in the ﬁeld, for both, information gathering and processing of
the collected information. The core idea of this work is to introduce the platform
operation description. The platform, speciﬁcally developed for this purpose is
called LexMath.
This article is structured as follows; the ﬁrst section is made up of the present
introduction; the second section describes the problem we are dealing with, the
third section describe the LexMath platform; the fourth section describes how
the platform was used, and the ﬁnal section shows the conclusions of the work.

2

The Problem

Talking about the process of concepts learning, Baddeley in his book ”Memoria”
[6] says that the concepts are learned in similar contexts, that most of material
that a lecturer teach is not transferred to students, due to a lack of general
knowledge, to the misunderstanding on the applicability of the particular object
under consideration. In other words, depending on the amount of known terms
or words in a close relationship with the concept the lecturer is teaching, the
more easy is to acquire it.
Besides that, there are a set of terms related to the concept of lexicon, that
are used by researchers:
– Usual or basic lexicon. Subset of a vocabulary used in everyday life, that in
characterized for a high degree of use, appearing frequently in every lexical
interaction, and that is independent of the topic under consideration.
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– Mental lexicon. Is the capability of understanding and using lexical units
that allow people to realize an interpretation or to generate units, that were
not previously detected, and combine these units with other available units.
This mental lexicon represents the individual knowledge as part of the vocabulary a community holds.
– Lexical availability index (LAI). It is a value that indicates the availability
degree of a word in an interest center. An interest center is a particular topic
that manage a speciﬁc vocabulary. The LAI considers the frequency that a
word is used in every position in which it is used (named) [12].
To obtain a basic lexicon it is usual to work with texts and to use frequency
and dispersion as parameters; the available lexicon is obtained through surveys,
by using a stimulus encouraging the individual to update his/her mental lexicon, that in words of Emmorey and Fromkin [14] is the ”grammatical component
that contains information about the words that are necessary to the speaker”.
The information of the words is obtained through phonological, morphological,
syntactic and semantic information (meaning or conceptual structure [18]). According to Hall [17] words in the mental lexicon are acquired and memorized
through speaking, orthography, syntactic frame and concept or word meaning.
To obtain the available lexicon in a community, diﬀerent interests center are
prepared (food, games, professions, etc.). Around these centers of interest centers
individuals create lists of lexical units in a limited time; only two minutes for
each center of interest. These kind of experiences are found in [24], that described
a dictionary containing the available lexicon in Navarra (Spain), or in [1] that
exhibit the available lexicon in Jaén (Spain). Similar experiences can be found
in Aragón [3], Ceuta [4], Las Palmas de Gran Canaria [8], Rı́o Piedras in Puerto
Rico [9], and in the community of Valencia [10].
In mathematics, the closest reference is the work of Echeverrı́a et al. [13] and
[15]; the ﬁrst apply a survey of lexical availability to students and lecturers in
Mathematical Engineering career (University of Concepción, Chile). The aim
of this survey was to identify which is the available lexicon for these students
in interests centers associated with topics that students are expected to know
(calculus, algebra, statistics, physics and geometry). In [15] the lexicon available
in a set of 1557 high school students is quantiﬁed and described, showing that
there is an increment in the available lexicon as student increase their formative
level.
It is important to note that the mechanism employed to obtain diﬀerent lexicons by using conventional approaches, writing words in a paper in less that two
minutes, requires important resources: surveyors, paper, time, among others. In a
research project Fondecyt [16] this method has been applied to a sample of 1557
students on seven centers of interest, taking a set of 60000 words for analysis,
after correcting some orthographical errors, correcting some grammatical errors,
and generating rules for transforming similar words, like diminutives [23]. By
considering all the previous diﬃculties, it was taken the decision of developing
a tool for automating this work.
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LexMath

LexMath is created to establish an innovation in the way in which the available lexicon for a group of students is collected (see Figure 1 and 2). LexMath
proposes methods for increasing the lexicon through an adaptive hypermedia;
oﬀering adequate tools for a teacher in such a way that it can be considered as a
useful mechanism supporting the teaching strategies, in particular when working
with Numbers, Geometry, Algebra, Data and Randomness, which are considered
in the subtopic of mathematica during the normal cycle of formal learning.

Fig. 1. Available lexical report

Figure 1 shows a screen with results from LexMath. In the top border diﬀerent buttons make visible the platform functionalities. About describes LexMath;
Survey allows for the students to write the words that they are thinking, related to an interest center, in a time interval of two minutes; Activities proposes
the activities that are more suitable to the lexicon the student holds (in adaptive way); Reports permits to display a table for showing the lexical availability
(list of words ordered according to the LAI index), related to a speciﬁc question.
Management (a restricted option) allows to add, modify or delete information in
the platform. The center of the screen displays information about a speciﬁc center of interest (in this case Geometry) and some characteristics about the group
being tested. The bottom part of the screen shows results: total of words, that
is the number of collected words; XR is the average of words, i.e., the number
of total registered words divided into the number of individuals in the sample,
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DW is the number of diﬀerent words collected; and CI is the Cohesion index,
that represents the similarity of words appearing in the survey.

Fig. 2. Semantic structure as a graph

LexMath allows to visualize semantic relationships, taking into account the
frequency of diﬀerent sequences, when testing lexical availability (see Figure 2).
Nodes in the graph are the words, the size of each node increases as increases the
number of times that a word appears in the answers of a group. Edges indicate
the sequence in which words are written. The edge’s thickness increases as the
words connected by these edges are written in the same order. It is possible
that in a highly connected network visualization is not an easy task. Due to
this issue, LexMath allows to delete relationships that are not relevant (i.e.,
relationships that appear with a low frequency). It is useful for researchers if
they are interested in some speciﬁc relationships; in other words, they can focus
only on strong relationships.
Figure 2 is a screen with a graph that shows semantic relationships related
to Geometry. Additionally, the platform allows to show the graph in diﬀerent
schemas, as indicated through the buttons appearing on the bottom part of the
image. Random View generates a view in which nodes are randomly distributed;
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Start algorithm allows nodes distribution through an algorithm for obtaining an
improved view of the graph; Circular view display nodes in a circumference and
distributes edges inside the circumference for having a diﬀerent graph visualization; Mental structure allows to hide less frequent nodes (lower weight nodes)
displaying only the most signiﬁcant clusters; Reset recover the initial display
of the graph; and ﬁnally Metrics is used to show the values of the main graph
indexes, such as degree, degree centrality, graph density, among others.
The Adaptive Hypermedia is developed in terms of the model presented in
Figure 3, which contains four well deﬁned components. These components interact to oﬀer the user a hypermedia according to their lexical requirements.

Fig. 3. Semantic relationships in LexMath

– Student model component: contains the databases that hold the lexical availability for each student, in general and speciﬁc centers of interest.
– Domain model component: contains the databases associated to diﬀerent
media and activities, according to a didactic proposal, for increasing the
available lexicon in diﬀerent centers of interest, and the ideal lexicon to be
obtained by applying the same survey to the teachers.
– Expert model component: contains all the rules that are necessary to establish the general lexicon for a student and the non available lexicon. Additionally it contains the inference engine, which is in charge of determining
the adequate activities in terms of the student model and the domain model.
– Interface: This is the component that allows to collect the lexicon, through
personalized activities and to generate diﬀerent reports, including statistical
reports.
For generating the graph shown in Figure 2, we use the Script Gexfjs.js
(http://brandonaaron.net), open source for academic use, supported by the
Gephi technology [7].
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Fig. 4. Semantic relationships for the center of interest Algebra

4

LexMath: Application

During the development of LexMath [23], the use of resources was an important
issue, and it was established a strategy for applying the tests in exactly 2 minutes
through Internet, ﬁnding orthographical errors and grammatical errors, storing
all the information in a database, including psychosocial characteristics for every
student considered in the survey. Additionally, the system allows to access some
tools that automatically generate statistics views, and display semantic networks
for visualizing the most relevant semantic structures (lexical proﬁles or mental
models).
In Concepción (Chile), it was conducted a research about lexical analysis supported by LexMath. The hypothesis is that exist diﬀerences in the vocabulary
associated to the ﬁeld of mathematics, according to socio-economical level different institutions present. The goal of this research was to analyze the lexicon
and semantic networks on a sample of high school students.
Surveys were applied to 14 educational institutions, representing a wide spectrum in socio-economical level. This sample considered a total population of
1557 students, and the aim of the surveys was to collect the lexicon students
presented around seven centers of interest.
In Figure 4 is shown an example of a graph generated by using LexMath,
it is possible to identify the semantic relationships established when cosidering
a particular center of interest: Algebra. In the set of 14 nodes that appears
on the graph, it seems that the most important words, in terms of number
of relationships and number of times that they were mentioned by students,
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are NUMERO (number), ECUACION (equation) and INCOGNITA (unknown).
The ﬁrst two words hold eleven of the thirteen possible links with the rest of the
nodes, while the third (INCOGNITA) holds eight of these links.

5

Conclusions

The main observed result is that LexMath allows to carry, on line, most of
necessary tasks for realizing the lexical analysis for a speciﬁc group, faster than
the traditional procedure that uses paper, displaying in a few seconds statistics
and graphics. The mentioned research hypothesis was conﬁrmed, in the sense
that exist diﬀerences in semantic networks for identical center of interest, when
considering diﬀerent social-economical characteristics in students. It is important
to note that students with a lower social-economical level show less nodes and
clusters, i.e., present visible weaknesses when dealing with speciﬁc concepts. No
doubt, it is a very important issue that should be addressed in future initiatives
concerned with quality and equality opportunities.
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